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The summer season is launched in June with the annual BP Portrait Award 2009, the most
prestigious portrait prize in the world. I am delighted that the competition has now been
running for thirty years, with support from BP for twenty of them. Over the years the award
has gone from strength to strength, encompassing every possible style of portrait painting.
This year’s exhibition is equally impressive, and we will be displaying fifty-six outstanding
portraits demonstrating the best in the field from Britain and abroad, and including 
artists of all ages. The works of last year’s Travel Award winner – Emmanouil Bitsakis –
made during his visit to the Uigur people in Xinjiang, north-west China, will also be part 
of the exhibition.

In July the Gallery launches Gay Icons, the first exhibition to look at the concept of the 
gay icon by bringing together portraits of those who have been inspiring to important gay
personalities. This photographic exhibition has been devised with a selection panel of ten
distinguished gay people, each choosing six ‘icons’ – who may or may not be gay 
themselves – who have influenced and inspired them in their personal and professional
lives. The panel has been chaired by Sandi Toksvig and includes Waheed Alli (Lord Alli), 
Alan Hollinghurst, Sir Elton John, Jackie Kay, Billie Jean King, Sir Ian McKellen, Chris Smith
(Lord Smith), Ben Summerskill and Sarah Waters.

This issue includes an update on the technical investigation into the Gallery’s exceptional
collection of Tudor portraits. Dr Tarnya Cooper, the Gallery’s Curator of 16th Century
Portraits, is leading a detailed analysis into many of our oldest portraits in the Making Art
in Tudor Britain project, now in its second year. Using several techniques – from infra-red
scanning to X-ray and detailed paint sampling – enhanced by the latest technology, we are
learning more and more about how the paintings were composed and therefore gaining
clues about the artists who followed on from Holbein and Eworth.

New technology is not only informing research but is involved in two new interpretation 
initiatives in the Gallery. The first is the interactive mobile phone audio tour that 
accompanies the special loan display Frank Auerbach: Four Portraits of Catherine Lampert
in Room 32. Visitors can learn more about the works through various commentaries, and
then leave their own thoughts on the display for other visitors to hear. And the second has
been made possible through the support of Sky Arts, as a screen will be installed in the
Ondaatje Wing Main Hall offering a live link to the Fourth Plinth in Trafalgar Square,
streaming Anthony Gormley’s One & Other in which individuals form a human portrait,
standing each for an hour on top of the plinth.



As a Northerner myself I was always familiar with 
L.S. Lowry and indeed inspired by his work. It is so 
poetic. I love the sombreness and the way he was able
to capture the emotion and feelings in the air. 
His paintings are extraordinarily nostalgic and have
such rich texture, with his characteristic faded hues –
Lowry’s palette used just a few colours, which 
made it so distinctive. Where it would limit other
artists, Lowry was able to use that to emphasise the 
sweetness hidden in these melancholic towns.

I chose his self-portrait The Man With Red Eyes
because it says a lot about Lowry, what Lowry wanted
us to know and perhaps more than you could ever
read about him or extract from his stunning 
landscapes. I love the austerity and sombre emotion
combined with that unmistakably Northern spirit. 
In many ways the portrait celebrates the man himself,
although this would never have been his intention. 
It captures his elegant style and the romantic way in
which he painted, contrasting with the rare moment
of vulnerability and sadness in his expression that we
later discover was the overwhelming pain of grief
burning behind his eyelids. It was painted in the year
his mother was to pass away.

Christopher Bailey
CREATIVE DIRECTOR OF BURBERRY

LOWRY IS ONE of my favourite artists. Born in
Stretford, in Manchester, he was a simple and yet 
complex man – rarely understood or appreciated and
awash with the contradictions that came through so
strongly in his paintings. During his lifetime his work
never really received the recognition it deserved, but 
it is very much revered today. He was famous for 
painting sombre industrial northern towns like 
Salford, Rochdale and Blackpool, depicting men and
women as identical long, lean silhouettes, dubbed
‘matchstick men’, with oversized, unstructured coats
and rarely without hats, reflecting the normality of the
working-class masses going about their lives in the
days of thriving British industries such as coal and 
cotton, with smoke billowing on the horizon over a
hazy winter sky.

THIS SUMMER, visitors to the Gallery can use new ways
to find out more about the portraits on display – and
tell us what they think. In Room 32, Frank Auerbach:
Four Portraits of Catherine Lampert is equipped with a
free mobile phone mini-tour, featuring introductions,
commentaries and insights from National Portrait
Gallery curator Paul Moorhouse and the subject of 
the portraits, the art historian Catherine Lampert.
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In a unique feature visitors can use the mobile 
phone tour to record their own comments about the
paintings or the display, or hear other visitors’ 
opinions. Just dial the code shown on the display
labels while connected to the tour and say what 
you think. A selection of comments will be made 
available for others to hear and respond to for the
duration of the display. The only cost to use any 
features of the tour is that of the length of your call to
a local telephone number or the free minutes from
your contract allowance. The display and audio tour
last until 6 September 2009.

Later in the summer the new version of the audio
guide to the Gallery’s permanent Collection will be
introduced. The system will include updated content,
innovative features and improved visitor information,
all available on state-of-the-art players. The new guide
will be an indispensable part of any Gallery visit. 
There will be more news on this in a future issue of 
Face to Face.

Andrea Easey
INTERPRETATION EDITOR
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The Man with Red Eyes 

(Self-portrait)

by Laurence Stephen (‘L.S.’) Lowry,

1938

Lent by a private collection, 2002
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and luxury department stores gradually replacing 
the Mao era-style workers’ residences and the public 
buildings of the Uigur Autonomous Region – an 
interesting mixture of modern style and Muslim 
decorative elements. Immense flyovers drastically 
partition the zones of the city, rendering many 
older quarters inaccessible. It is in these older areas
that the Uigurs live, worship their god, keep their 
little shops, sing and dance their unique music on 
the fringe of the real economic process, unable to 
participate in the radical changes that are reforming
Chinese society.

Kashgar, an original medieval town close to the 
former Soviet Union’s borders, can be considered as
the real cultural and religious capital of the Uigur. The
big Id Kah Mosque and its huge adjacent square are
the core of Kashgar’s public life and meeting point 
not only for the Uigurs but also for the other Turkic
minorities (Kazak, Tajik, Uzbek, Kirgiz, etc) of the town
and the whole region. Here the authentic Uigur culture
and habits can be observed. Music and dance 
performances are commonplace in Kashgar, and form
an indispensable part of all social gatherings. Turpan,
another town with a dense Uigur population, 
is famous for the vineyards and its local ‘Turpan
Muqam’ music, song and dance idiom. However, 
both towns are being gradually cleaned up, as they
constitute main tourist attractions.

During my trip, I wandered into the Uigur 
neighbourhoods and attempted to speak their 
language and record their life by sketching or 
making portraits of them. Focusing on each 
person’s uniqueness helped me avoid ‘exoticism’,
though I illustrated my portraits by using various local, 
picturesque forms. In these portraits I emphasised 
the personal features of the sitters in order to 
penetrate into their own microcosm, which was 
completely unfamiliar and yet in some ways 
universally recognisable.

Emmanouil Bitsakis
BP TRAVEL AWARD WINNER

IN JUNE 2008, I visited Xinjiang-Uigur Autonomous
Region, the northwest province of China, in order 
to document the life and culture of the Uigur, 
the dominant minority of the most multinational 
territory of the People’s Republic of China. The Uigur
are the easternmost tribe of the extensive family 
of Turkic peoples, who inhabit a vast region running 
through central Asia. Their language is a dialect
belonging to the Turkic branch of the Altaic 
languages. Originally Buddhist, the Uigur converted 
to Islam during the tenth century. The dark-eyed, 
dark-skinned and sturdy Uigur, clearly recognisable,
still remain culturally entirely distinct from the Han
Chinese. Apart from religion and language, 
their exceptional music idiom, ‘Muqam’, a unique 
collection of music, singing and dancing practices
established over the last 500 years by crystallising
older forms, constitutes the core of their culture.
Nowadays they make up no more than 50% of the
population in their own autonomous region. This 
percentage, however, is constantly in decline thanks 
to the continuous Han migration.

Urumqi, the capital of Xinjiang, was my base during
the trip. From there I could have access to the main
Uigur centres, such as Kashgar and Turpan. Urumqi, a
rapidly expanding city of two million people (far fewer
than 50% are Uigurs) may be considered as a typical
example of the contemporary model of Chinese urban
development: huge constructions, upmarket hotels

BP 2008 
TRAVEL AWARD
WINNER 
TALKS ABOUT 
HIS TRAVELS
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Portrait of a young man, 2008

An open-carriage truck with 

playing music and dancing 

Uigurs, 2008

Both by Emmanouil Bitsakis

© the artist

Each year exhibitors are invited to

submit a proposal for the BP Travel
Award. The aim of the award is to

give an artist the opportunity to

experience working in a different

environment, in Britain or abroad,

on a project related to portraiture.

The artist’s work is then shown 

as part of the following year’s 

BP Portrait Award exhibition and

tour. Last year for the first time we

asked for submissions for the 2008

Award to only be based in China.

The National Portrait Gallery and

BP decided to make this link with

China, to celebrate the hosting of

the 2008 Olympic and Paralympic

Games in Bejing, and the China
Now festival which took place in

the UK in 2008. 
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Portrait of a girl, 2008

Portrait of an old woman, 2008

Both by Emmanouil Bitsakis

© the artist



of temporary commissions that resulted in works 
being installed by Mark Wallinger, Bill Woodrow and 
Rachel Whiteread. Since 2005, in a programme led 
by the Mayor of London’s Office, works have been
commissioned from Marc Quinn and currently
Thomas Schütte.

As part of Antony Gormley’s project a live image from
the Plinth will be relayed by media collaborators Sky
Arts on to a screen in the Ondaatje Wing Main Hall.
Visitors to the National Portrait Gallery will be able to
see whoever is positioned there through the day. 
In addition the Gallery is creating links with Antony
Gormley for young people in the Youth Forum and
planning an occasion for public discussion around 
the project.

Sandy Nairne
DIRECTOR

FROM JULY 2009, 2,400 individuals will be invited 
to spend an hour during the day (or at night) on top 
of the Fourth Plinth in Trafalgar Square. This was the
proposal for a ‘living sculpture’, entitled One & Other,
made by Antony Gormley to the Commissioning
Group, of which I was then the Chair, and one of two
proposals accepted by the Mayor, Boris Johnson, soon
after his election in May 2008. The other proposal, by
Yinka Shonibare, for a model of Horatio Nelson’s 
battleship HMS Victory in a huge glass bottle will 
follow in 2010 or 2011.

The idea of offering the Fourth Plinth – designed by 
Sir Charles Barry for an equestrian statue but never
completed – originated with the Royal Society of Arts
in the 1990s. Prue Leith led a campaign to bring 
the Plinth into use and initiated the programme 

ANTONY
GORMLEY’S 
ONE & OTHER

July–October 2009

Fourth Plinth

Trafalgar Square

Anyone who would like to 

register as a participant 

should visit the website 

www.oneandother.co.uk

The three artists under consideration for the 2009 
BP Portrait Award shortlist are (from left):

MICHAEL GASKELL for Tom

PETER MONKMAN for Changeling 2

ANNALISA AVANCINI for Manuel

All © the artist

The prize winners receive:

FIRST PRIZE: A cash award of £25,000, plus, at the judges’ 

discretion, a commission worth £4,000, to be agreed between 

the National Portrait Gallery and the artist

SECOND PRIZE: £8,000 

THIRD PRIZE: £6,000

BP YOUNG ARTIST AWARD (for entrants aged 18 to 30): £5,000 

BP TRAVEL AWARD 2009: £5,000

BP PORTRAIT
AWARD 2009

SHORTLIST

18 June –20 September

2009

Wolfson Gallery 

Admission free

Supported by BP

A fully illustrated BP Portrait
Award 2009 catalogue with essay

by Sarah Dunant will accompany

the exhibition. 

Special Gallery Price £7.99 

(RRP £8.50) paperback



DR SAMUEL JOHNSON (1709–84) was born 300 years
ago on 18 September this year. Remembered as a
writer, critic, lexicographer and wit, Johnson achieved
fame in his lifetime, despite an inauspicious start as 
a sickly child who was not expected to survive 
infancy. After arriving in London from Lichfield with 
his friend David Garrick in 1737, Johnson earned 
the respect of men such as Alexander Pope and 
King George III through writings as diverse as 
poetry, fiction, satirical essays, an annotated edition 
of the works of Shakespeare and his great Dictionary
of the English Language (1755). Although he was 
blind in one eye, partially deaf and is thought to have 
suffered from both depression and a form of
Tourette’s Syndrome, he was also considered a 
great conversationalist and is now one of the most
quoted men in the English language. This new 
display focuses on Johnson’s role in the development
of the biography, an area of literature in which he
made an indelible mark and left an immediate and
significant legacy.

THE LIFE 
AND LIVES OF 
DR JOHNSON

From 18 July 2009

Room 16

Admission free

Johnson wrote a number of short biographies, or
‘lives’, throughout his career. Early subjects included
Sir Francis Drake, Admiral Robert Blake and the poet
Richard Savage. In 1781 his series of the lives of great
writers such as Pope, John Milton and Joseph Addison
was published together as Lives of the Most Eminent
English Poets. In these works Johnson broke new
ground, seeking not only to provide a factual 
account of a life, but also to analyse, empathise with
and comment upon the character of his subjects. 
As such, he helped to raise the status of the genre,
which had previously been considered a relatively
‘low’ form of literature. In so doing he influenced
many future biographers.

After Johnson’s death on 13 December 1784, a rash
of biographies of his own life appeared on the market.
In 1786 his friend and confidante Hester Piozzi 
(née Lynch) published her Anecdotes about his life; 
a biography by Sir John Hawkins emerged the 
following year. The most famous ‘life’ of Johnson,
however, was published in 1791, written by James
Boswell, with whom Johnson had spent much time 
in the latter years of his life. Boswell drew on the 
memories and writings of others, as well as all that he
had learned from Johnson himself, to paint an epic 
literary portrait which remains to this day one of the
most important biographies ever written.

In the twenty-first century Johnson’s fame lives on,
largely through the written word but also visually
through the many images of him and his world.
Recognising the close relationship between portraiture
and biography, as Johnson himself did, this display 
celebrates his life and acknowledges his place in the
development of this literary genre. Using prints and
drawings from the Gallery’s collections, it includes a
variety of engravings of Johnson and his circle; pencil
drawings of Boswell and Hester Piozzi by George
Dance; and satirical prints by James Sayers, created 
in response to the race to record Johnson’s life.

Catherine Daunt
ASSISTANT CURATOR

RIGHT AND BELOW

Samuel Johnson 

by James Barry, 1778–80

David Garrick 

by Nathaniel Dance, 1771

FROM LEFT

John Milton (detail) 

by William Faithorne, 1670

James Boswell

by George Dance, 1793



IT WOULD PROBABLY be fairly easy to make a quick list
of gay icons on the back of an envelope – Oscar Wilde,
surely, Judy Garland and Barbra Streisand, certainly,
Michelangelo and Alexander the Great, possibly. If
you then decided to have only photographic portraits
– well, you might have to knock out Shakespeare and
Leonardo da Vinci but at least Kylie Minogue and Liza
Minnelli would be safe.

The wonderful thing about the collection of the sixty
portraits which make up the Gay Icons exhibition is
that there is nothing predictable about it. None of the
names I’ve just mentioned even gets a look-in. The
reason for that is down to the ten selectors who made
the choices. Each of them is an ‘out’ gay person. Each
of them (and here I hasten to exclude myself) has
reached an impressive level of success, a success that
has nothing to do with their sexuality. The first thing
you think about Billie Jean King is not what makes her
hormones sing but that she was one of the greatest
tennis players of all time. Equally, I hope by now 
that Ian McKellen or Elton John are far better known
for their artistic output than for their private lives. 
Yet, while achieving their success, each has had to
come to terms with their sexuality or, more likely, other
people’s reactions to their sexuality.

From our first discussions at the National Portrait
Gallery I was keen to make sure that the members of
the distinguished panel of selectors were genuinely
allowed to choose those people who had made a 
difference to their own lives or where their stories had
inspired the selectors: the icons who had helped them
to triumph. Everyone needs inspirational figures in
their lives but it may be that these iconic personalities
are even more significant in a career often facing 
prejudice and ignorance.

The fact that gay people have a tough time may seem
like a thing of the past, but it puts things in perspective
when you realise that on the very day of the press
launch for the exhibition a London paper ran ‘Cures’
for Gays as its main headline.

The exhibition certainly contains some surprises.
Nelson Mandela might not have been an obvious
choice as a gay icon but the fact is that he has iconic
status to everyone, irrespective of their private 
inclinations. There are unsung heroes included, as well
as at least a nod to the expected with the likes of 
The Village People. I think it is a show that will delight
and inspire everyone and, more importantly, perhaps
challenge a few preconceptions along the way.

Sandi Toksvig
CHAIR OF GAY ICONS SELECTION PANEL

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT

Margarethe Cammermeyer

by Andreea Dragomir, 2008

© Grethe Cammermeyer

SELECTED BY SIR IAN McKELLAN

Quentin Crisp 

(Dennis Charles Pratt)

by Fergus Greer, 1989

© the artist

SELECTED BY JACKIE KAY

Joe Dallesandro 

by Paul Morrissey, 1968

© the artist

SELECTED BY ALAN HOLLINGHURST

k.d. lang 

Le Meridien Hotel, London

by Jill Furmanovsky, 1992

© the artist

SELECTED BY SANDI TOKSVIG

GAY ICONS

2 July –18 October 2009

Porter Gallery

Admission charge

Sponsored by Rosé d’Anjou

SELECTED BY:

Lord Waheed Alli

Alan Hollinghurst

Sir Elton John

Jackie Kay

Billie Jean King

Sir Ian McKellen

Lord Chris Smith

Ben Summerskill

Sandi Toksvig

Sarah Waters

A fully illustrated book 

accompanies the exhibition 

with an introduction by 

Sandi Toksvig and essay 

by Richard Dyer. 

Special Gallery Price £20 

(RRP £25) hardback



GEORGE ALWAYS

PORTRAITS OF
GEORGE MELLY BY 
MAGGI HAMBLING

From 27 June 2009

Room 37

I try to paint the action of a wave breaking, water falling, 

George dancing, singing or laughing. Oil paint has its own 

physicality, immediacy and life force. Paint can live, move and

breathe in front of us. A photograph, by comparison, is set in

mechanical stone and cannot be re-interpreted. A painting 

is more challenging and less polite.

I dreamt of a summer party in the gardens of a stately home.

Suddenly the crowd (the great and the good of the art world 

included) began to run in his direction as word had got round 

that George was about to deliver his Surrealist lecture.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT

Good Time George, 

2008/9

George Always I, 2007/8

Generously on loan from The Ivy

George’s Surrealist Lecture, 

2008

by Maggi Hambling

© the artist

WE WERE THE CLOSEST OF FRIENDS. He said I would
go down in art history as ‘Maggi (Coffin) Hambling’,
referring to my practice of drawing and painting 
people on their deathbeds and afterwards, most
notably the series of my father and that of my muse
Henrietta Moraes, which were shown simultaneously
in London in 2001.

Now it’s George.

I loved and worked from life with all three and so the
fact of death did not kill my desire to paint them. 
One by one they have inhabited me. George often
makes a grand appearance in my dreams. I still 
hear him laugh, tell jokes and sing. From wherever 
he may be…

I had no idea that George would leave such a huge
crater in my life, not merely a hole. But above it his 
spirit hovers robustly.

We first met in 1980 at a garden party where both of
us were laying paths, when someone encouraged us to
move towards each other and we did, rather in the
manner of worms. There followed three or four bouts
of Gallery (the Channel 4 art quiz which became cult
viewing), by the end of which we were firm friends.

George’s androgynous persona, on stage or off it,
appealed strongly to me and contributed to his
insights into my work. In return he would try out new
jokes on the phone and if I didn’t laugh he rejected
them. The process became more difficult as he
became increasingly deaf. When George’s stomach
arrived at the front door, several minutes before 
the rest of him, it signalled that we were about to
share secrets, laughs, occasional tears, our love of
some people, Irish whiskey and vice versa.

The series was not planned, it just happened. Several
of these images are inspired by dreams in which 
I meet George in strange surroundings where he rules
in a Falstaffian manner. Apparently I talk about him 
as if he is still alive. Hardly surprising, as I have been, 
as with any other ‘sitter’, trying to paint portraits that
live. A great portrait by, say, Titian, Rembrandt or Van
Gogh invites us into conversation, despite these artists
and their subjects being quite, quite dead.

These portraits have arisen from memory, imagination
and love – mysterious journey perhaps akin to 
death itself?

Maggi Hambling
ARTIST

In New York’s Whitney Museum in 2001, I conceived a painting 

in which George would appear as a blank white canvas shape

amidst a lot of activity. George Always I is the first.



TEN RECENTLY acquired black and white photographs 
by Lucinda Douglas-Menzies of individuals working
across the various disciplines of astronomy are 
currently on display alongside Benjamin Sullivan’s
recently commissioned painting of Martin John Rees,
Baron Rees of Ludlow. The series of portraits is taken
from Douglas-Menzies’s book Portraits of Astronomers
(March 2009), which includes thirty-eight portraits,
biographies and notes of inspiration.

‘The idea to photograph leading astronomers in the
UK began after reading an article about Sir Patrick
Moore in The Week. What I read was so remarkable
that I wrote to him forthwith to ask if I could come
and take his portrait, to which he kindly agreed.
Knowing nothing whatsoever about the world 
of astronomy I was afterwards directed by the
astronomers themselves as to who should be 
included in my list. When, by luck, I discovered that
2009 was the International Year of Astronomy, 
I felt that there would be opportunities for me 
to show my portraits during the celebrations and 
that the project would make an excellent book.

‘The trail took me to some of the most fascinating 
historic centres of astronomy around the country:
Jodrell Bank Observatory, Cheshire; The Royal
Observatory, Blackford Hill, Edinburgh; and the 
Mullard Space Laboratory, Surrey. What struck me
immediately about this group of sitters was how
genial and positive they were and how they 
loved their work so wholeheartedly. It was this 
attitude and the goodwill I encountered that drove
along my own work of photographing them and 
made the project such a pleasure to do.’ 

– LUCINDA DOUGLAS-MENZIES

PORTRAITS OF
ASTRONOMERS  

BY LUCINDA
DOUGLAS-MENZIES 

Until 12 July 2009

Room 38a

Admission free

Lucinda Douglas-Menzies began her training as assistant 

to the architectural photographer Jeremy Whitaker, and 

to Sydney Harris, press and public relations photographer. 

In 1986 she opened her own studio, specialising in fine art

photography and portraiture. She has produced numerous

exhibition catalogues for London galleries and museums 

as well as receiving portrait commissions. Since 1987 the

National Portrait Gallery has acquired over seventy of 

Douglas-Menzies’s photographs.

Portraits of Astronomers celebrates the International Year 

of Astronomy, which marks the four-hundredth anniversary 

of the first astronomical observation through a telescope 

by Galileo Galilei. For further information visit the website

www.astronomy2009.co.uk

Dave Brolan, curator of this display, explains the 
genesis of the book Real Moments: ‘When I first 
visited Feinstein a few years back at his home in
Woodstock, New York, to discuss a selection of his
Dylan photographs, Feinstein simply said he didn’t
have enough to fill a book. “I have about twenty great
pictures, that’s all.” Having made the journey I asked
could I have a look at the rest of his file anyway. 
He told me I would be wasting my time. I looked
through sheet after sheet of unmarked contacts, 
indicating that none of the thirty-six images on the roll
of film had ever been printed.’

Through Brolan’s persistence a remarkable number 
of new images emerged.

Reluctant to discuss his work, Feinstein said, ‘I don't
feel an awful lot should be explained, my photographs
can speak for themselves. One of the most important
things for me was knowing when to take a picture. 
I like pictures with feeling. Bob was very aware of 
the camera but it didn’t bother him, he knew what he
wanted and he trusted me.’

Dave Brolan
CURATOR

BOB DYLAN’S
1966 EUROPEAN
TOUR 

PHOTOGRAPHS BY
BARRY FEINSTEIN 

Until 30 August 2009

Bookshop Gallery

Admission free

‘IN 1966 Life magazine commissioned me to cover
Bob’s European tour, when he was arguably the
coolest person on earth, at his most iconic and 
controversial. The shows were thrilling. I would watch
from the side of the stage and pick my moment 
carefully. I was in a unique position, given complete
access and trust during a very special period…I saw
Bob perform hundreds of times, travelled with him,
often spent twenty-four hours a day with him.
Sometimes there were thousands of people at a 
concert, other times it was just the two of us. I liked his
work, Bob liked mine. He knew I would make him look
interesting and he was interesting. He was comfortable
with me and my cameras.’ – BARRY FEINSTEIN

LEFT

Bob Dylan, Aust Ferry
by Barry Feinstein, 1966 

© the artist

LEFT

John Campbell Brown 
by Lucinda Douglas-Menzies, 2008 

© the artist



also prompted the team to re-evaluate the date 
and likely artist of a number of works. One of the 
richest areas of analysis so far has been the study 
of underdrawing, made possible through the use of 
infra-red reflectography. During this period it was 
common for artists first to draw their design on to the
panel, usually by tracing a carefully prepared pattern,
sometimes with freehand additions. Viewing these
drawings has provided valuable information about an
artist’s intention and revealed distinctive styles and 
techniques. The project has enabled Gallery staff 
to assess the physical condition of these paintings, not
only giving us further insight into the lives of the
objects, but enabling us to better conserve and 
preserve them for future generations.

Since it began, the Making Art in Tudor Britain project
has generated information that could prove vital in our
understanding of the Tudor art world, of which just a
small amount is detailed alongside. Over the next 
year the team will focus on the early paintings of 
the Elizabethan era, including several key portraits 
of Elizabeth I. It is with great excitement that we look
ahead to the next three years, in which it is expected
that more discoveries will be made and that science
will continue to unlock the stories behind these 
works. For the last two years this project has been
funded by an anonymous donor and we are currently
seeking further funding to continue this research. 

More information can be found at: 
http://www.npg.org.uk/live/makingtudorartwork
shop.asp and http://www.npg.org.uk/live/making
tudorartcasestudies.asp

Tarnya Cooper
CURATOR 16TH CENTURY COLLECTION

Catherine Daunt  
ASSISTANT CURATOR

THE TUDORS
UNDER THE
MICROSCOPE

NEW RESEARCH 
ON 16TH-CENTURY
PAINTINGS

RIGHT

Queen Elizabeth I

by an unknown artist, c.1600

PORTRAITS OF ELIZABETH I 

Over the coming years we will look at all the portraits
of Elizabeth I in the Gallery’s Collection. One of the
next puzzles to consider is the date of the Coronation
portrait (NPG 5175), which has been considered 
to date from right at the end of Elizabeth’s reign. This
has now been proved using dendrochronology, as 
the wood used for the panel was felled after 1589
making it probable that the painting dates from the
last decade of Elizabeth’s reign.

THE NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY’S 16th- and early
17th-century paintings form the largest public 
collection of Tudor and Jacobean painting in the
world. In April 2007 a team from the Gallery, 
headed by the 16th Century Curator, Tarnya Cooper,
began work on a major research project entitled
Making Art in Tudor Britain. By undertaking a detailed
scientific survey of around 120 portraits in the
Collection dated between 1500 and 1620, the team
aims to find out more about the practice of painting
during these years. With further funding, the long-
term plan is to stage an exhibition on the findings,
with an accompanying publication, in 2013.

The last major research on this part of the Collection
took place before 1969, when Sir Roy Strong published
the Tudor and Jacobean Portraits catalogue. 
Since then there have been major developments 
in scientific methods of analysis. The Gallery’s 
conservation team has been using techniques 
including X-ray, infra-red reflectography (a digital
imaging technique used to view drawing underneath
the paint) and dendrochronology (a method of dating
wooden panels). As the project progresses, the 
findings have been and will continue to be shared 
via public displays, the Gallery website and a series 
of academic workshops. We anticipate, therefore, 
that this research will have a resonance beyond our
own Collection.

So far the team has examined around forty-five 
paintings, with some fascinating results. Significant
discoveries have been made about the artists’
processes, materials and methods. The findings have
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Sir Henry Lee

by Antonis Mor, 1568

One of the many paintings from 

the on-going research project which

has undergone scientific analysis

and study.
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King Henry VIII

by an unknown artist, c.1520

Detail of underdrawing

LEFT

John Astley

by an unknown artist, 1555

Details of date

LEFT

William Warham

after Hans Holbein the Younger, 

early seventeenth century

PORTRAITS OF HENRY VIII

In the summer of 2008 the team looked at three 
portraits of Henry VIII. The underdrawing on the 
earliest (NPG 4690), which dates from around 1520,
shows that at some point the artist has altered the
face shape of the original design, reducing the nose
and adding a beard. The initial drawing bears a 
closer resemblance to existing likenesses of Henry VII
or Prince Arthur than to Henry VIII. At this early 
date in the history of portraiture, artists were rarely
granted sittings from the life, so a pre-existing model
of a royal portrait may have provided an example.

PORTRAITS AFTER HANS HOLBEIN
THE YOUNGER 

The Gallery has at least nine portraits of Tudor men
and women that are versions of Hans Holbein 
portraits of uncertain date. These have all been 
closely examined and the evidence indicates that
they were mostly painted in the period 1580–1630.
For example, a portrait of Archbishop Warham (right)
was previously thought to date from some time after
1527, yet tests have shown that the trees used for this
panel were not felled until at least 1605. This provides
new evidence of a demand for versions of Holbein
portraits at least forty years after his death (1543).

AN EARLY FULL-LENGTH PORTRAIT
ON CANVAS 

Interesting evidence about the date of a portrait
painted on canvas of the Elizabethan courtier John
Astley (far right) has come to light as a result of this
project. The painting is inscribed with the date 1555
(top left; see detail), considered to be extremely early
for the use of canvas in northern Europe, particularly
in England. Astley, however, was travelling on the 
continent that year, so it is likely that he was painted
abroad. Yet the yellow paint used for the date was
found by the team to be later, possibly 18th-century.
This was not the end of the story: further black 
numbers below the yellow also showed the 1555 date,
and this paint has now been proved to be part of 
the original painting (see images right). We can be 
confident, therefore, that the picture was painted 
in 1555 and stylistic evidence indicates that it is by a
talented, but as yet unknown, Netherlandish artist.



AN EXCITING NEW TITLE CHARTING RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
IN BRITISH PORTRAITURE

This exciting new guide considers recent developments in British portraiture with over 
fifty illustrations from the Gallery’s contemporary collection. Featuring images of David
Beckham, Zaha Hadid, J.K. Rowling and Akram Khan, and portraits by leading British artists
Tracey Emin, David Hockney, Gilbert and George and Sam Taylor-Wood, the authors offer
behind-the-scenes insights into how certain portraits came to be made. The guide also 
features interviews with Marc Quinn, Michael Craig-Martin, Julian Opie and Jason Brooks,
revealing their working methods and their creative inspiration. 

A Guide to
Contemporary 
Portraits
SANDY NAIRNE 
AND SARAH HOWGATE
£6.99

‘A fascinating insight into 
the world’s best-known 
contemporary portrait 
collection’ – Marc Quinn

NEW PUBLICATION OFFER

Order a copy of A Guide to Contemporary Portraits for £7.99 (including packing & postage)
before 30 June 2009 and receive a free complimentary set of six postcards from the
National Portrait Gallery’s contemporary collection worth £3. 

Summer Offer 
for Gallery 
supporters

To order your copy call 
020 7321 6624 or email 
tstewart@npg.org.uk

This offer is only open to
National Portrait Gallery
Members, Associates and
Patrons and is not available 
in conjunction with any 
other offer
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